
 

Fine Motor Skills 

Small items that promote fine motor skills: 

 Cereal: make a craft with them, e.g. threading cheerio’s. 

 Pipe cleaner pieces: push them into a colander 

 Pom poms or cotton balls: just pick them up! Or push them into a small container. 

 Small containers to put things in: a number of objects can be used to push into 

it, including pom poms or ribbons. 

 Buttons: make something out of them, or sort them by size or colour. 

 Stickers: create a scene with stickers.  The act of removing the sticker is huge! 

 Toothpicks: poke foam with it or use it to build structures. 

 Marshmallows or raisins: use with toothpicks to build structures, paint with 

them, or make a craft with them. 

Objects that build hand strength: 

 Kitchen tongs: pick up stuff around the house with them  

 Eye droppers: add them to a water activity or a science experiment. 

 Syringes: also add these to water activities! 

 Play dough: just let them play with it!  The more they manipulate it, the more it 

strengthens.  Youtube has good videos, e.g. Early Years Emily. 

 Rubberbands: wrap objects with a bunch of them, or make a geoboard. 

 Hole punch: punch holes in paper, or include it in crafts. 

 Clothes pegs: include them in all kinds of activities.  Have children hang items up, 

like a clothesline! 

 Tweezers: again use these to pick up small objects!  These are small so it will 

take more coordination, but they’re easier to actually squeeze. 

Hand-eye coordination with small objects: 

 Cutting: scissors and paper or even cutting straws!  Something easy to snip 

quick. 

 Screwing: set out some jars and lids.  Or nuts and bolts! 

 Paper clips: clip them onto papers. 

 Writing and drawing: set up a drawing station with pencils crayons, markers, or 

chalk on a chalkboard! 

 Weaving: weave paper, weave ribbons in the clothes basket, and weave sticks 

through a fence. 



 Toothpicks and marshmallows: build structures with them. 

 Balancing: building towers with blocks takes a lot of hand-eye coordination and 

gentle touch. 

Threading, a subcategory of hand-eye coordination: 

 Straws: thread straws for a necklace. 

 Pasta: thread large, straight and dry pasta onto dry spaghetti noodles!   

 Sewing or lacing: use lacing cards, or make your own (let them use the hole 

punch!), and thread things through. 

 Pipe cleaners: these are a great medium to thread onto for beginners. 

 Shoestrings: rounded shoestrings are also a great medium for threading. 

 


